Director Software Engineering
DirectViz Solutions, LLC, a high-level strategic consulting services firm that
meets mission needs for commercial and government clients, is seeking a
Director of Software Engineering. This position will be located in Kearneysville,
WV and requires a Public Trust or Secret clearance.

Qualifications:
Secret or Public Trust Clearance


Responsibilities:















Provide technical leadership to Software Engineering for delivery of
software applications within the federal sector conforming to DHS and
DoD standards
Provide technical leadership to Software Engineers for delivery of core
software products
Participate in and lead design, architecture decisions and technical
solutions
Work directly with customers on technology integration requirements
and troubleshooting
Work closely with Product Management and other stakeholders to
understand requirements, accurately scope, schedule and execute
software engineering work
Develop processes and systems to ensure a fast-moving, predictable
delivery schedule using an agile process (Scrum / DevOps)
Lead the software development lifecycle including managing releases,
ensuring product requirements are met, scheduling Sprints, managing
backlogs and running standups and relevant meetings
Actively participate in hiring, training, mentoring and performance
reviews of engineering staff
Develop software engineering standards and best practices. Implement
industry best practices
Keep abreast of new technologies and techniques and identify relevant
technologies that would benefit our products
Provide hands on technical problem solving and coding when required for
troubleshooting and issue resolution










Bachelor's degree in Computer Science
/ Engineering (or similar technical
degree) or relevant experience.
7 years of hands on software
development experience, ideally
around Software as a Service (SaaS)
models
10 years of experience leading
software development teams in
Java/.NET
Experienced in successful software
delivery within a fast-paced
environment
Proven history of excellent technical
problem solving abilities
Experience with resource planning,
project tracking and accurately scoping
work

Required Skills:




Ability to manage and prioritize
multiple software development
projects
Familiarity with Microsoft Project

